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Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern ANE- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AAEGINNR to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

AACDENOT brief story [n] 

ACDEENOT brief story [n -TA, -S] 

ACCEHINO neither having nor producing echoes [adj] 

AEEMNNOS flowering plant [n] 

AEEMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n] 

AEIMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n -SES] 

AAEGINRS lack of energy [n] 

AEEGINRS lack of energy [n] 

ADEINORS type of barometer [n] 

AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

AEHLNOST chemical compound [n] 

AEINNRSU thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

AEIMNRSU abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 

AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 
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ANSWERS 

ANEARING AAEGINNR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANECDOTA AACDENOT ANECDOTE, brief story [n] 

ANECDOTE ACDEENOT brief story [n -TA, -S]  

ANECHOIC ACCEHINO neither having nor producing echoes [adj] 

ANEMONES AEEMNNOS ANEMONE, flowering plant [n] 

ANEMOSES AEEMNOSS ANEMOSIS, separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n] 

ANEMOSIS AEIMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n -SES] 

ANERGIAS AAEGINRS ANERGIA, anergy (lack of energy) [n] 

ANERGIES AEEGINRS ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

ANEROIDS ADEINORS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI]  

ANETHOLE AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

ANETHOLS AEHLNOST ANETHOL, anethole (chemical compound) [n] 

ANEURINS AEINNRSU ANEURIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S] 

ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 
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